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HISTORICAL CONNECTION BETWEEN 
ETHNOMUSICOLOGY AND NATIONALISM

influence of nationalistic ideologies mostly recognized within the 
development of European folk-music collection projects (Nettl 2010: 15)

arising from the Herdarian idea “that national identity and spirit was most 
authentically expressed in rural speech, folktales, and folksong lyrics and 
melodies” (Rice 2014: 14)

the other stream, comparative musicology participated in “colonialist 
fascination with music of the Other” (Rice 2014: 16) 



NATIONALISM STUDIES AND STRUGGLE 
FOR CROATIAN INDEPENDENCE

Anthony D. Smith (2003) – the importance of ethnic roots beyond the 
modernist critique of Anderson, Hobsbawm and Gellner



DIVERSITY OF TRADITIONAL MUSIC IN 
CROATIA

solution to the problem of overly diverse musics

“the collection of the largest possible number of examples (…) and 
identification of their typical features (…) to determine the individual 
‘Croatian folklore music areas’”…

“the deduction of a summary of the ‘characteristics of Croatian folk 
music’” (Marošević 1995: 40)



PRODUCED EFFECTS

Cultural consistency despite diversity

Territorial claim

Srđan Atanasovski (2017): folk song collections and their nationalistic 
territorial pretensions

„Croatonormativity”

- “assumption of someone’s Croatian ethnicity”

- being a Croat seems “coherent, natural and 

privileged”



IDENTITES IN BORDER REGIONS AND THE 
CASE OF OJKANJE SINGING

repertoire in these areas functions “to break down rather than erect 
borders between cultural groups” (Bohlman 2011: 91)

when it is put in the function of nationalism, it can deepen the ethnic 
disputes in a way that “possessing music becomes like possessing land” 
(Bohlman 2011: 87)

ojkanje singing tradition in border areas, shared by Croats and Serbs

UNESCO inscription and consequences



FESTIVAL IN PETRINJA



ATTEMPTS AT BREAKING THE FRAME IN 
THE CLASSROOM

traditional music and nationalism as the focus of Traditional music 
course in WS 2019

Petrinja as a field research site

introduction to ethnomusicology and Croatian folklore areas



BREAKING THE FRAME IN RESEARCH

role and position of other ethnicities

Roma “raise the issue of exclusion versus inclusion in the nation/state; 
they interrogate the framework of heritage by exposing its 
monoethnic framework” (Silverman 2012: 127)

“the research of national folk music had a considerable prescriptive 
element linked with nationalism, moralism and the idea of beauty”…

Roma were labelled as people who “rarely master the real 
performance practice of folk music, and if they do, it is not innate but 
learned for the trade” (Pennanen 2007: 108)



ROMA MUSICIANS IN EARLY CROATIAN 
RECORD INDUSTRY

Roma ensembles on labels of the first Zagreb record factory, 
Edison Bell Penkala

1920s turbulent times for professional musicians and composers

“What wonder is it then, that in these circumstances, the only 
remaining interpreters of Yugoslavian music are the Gypsy 
sevdah performers, tambura players and other naturalists who by 
luck need no sheet music anyhow” (Kern 1931: 7)

Roma as corruptors or saviours of national music?



THE TWO STREAMS IN 
ETHNOMUSICOLOGY



SPIVAK ON NATIONALISM AND THE 
HUMANITIES

The role of humanities in critical reading of nationalistic discourses

“keeping it framed in the imaginary, instead of looking at it as an 
unspoken cultural reality that controls the public sphere” (Spivak 2011: 
42). 
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